The Chino Basin Watermaster Business Plan describes the approach to getting Watermaster business done, meeting external obligations and internal functions of the organization.

The Business Plan was created in 2013 and updated in 2016, each time offering a look into a window of the following 3-4 years, and identified the projected efforts related to Judgment requirements and OBMP Implementation Plan actions.

The window described in the 2016 version is reaching its end, and it’s time to recast the Business Plan. While several of the previously identified efforts have concluded, there are two significant efforts under way that will affect Watermaster business in the future: the update of the OBMP and its Implementation Plan, and the update of the associated storage management plan. When completed, around mid-2020, these efforts will result in a review and likely a revision of the Business Plan.

To make most effective use of time and resources a complete revision of the Business Plan will be done in 2020. An updated timeline is being offered along with the October 2019 Interim Organization Performance Report. This text and the attached timeline comprise the 2019 Amendment of the Business Plan.

CBWM Business Plan Timeline

Ongoing Judgment Administration

Safe Yield Recalculation

West Venture rights disposition

Tentative: Rules and Regulations Rewrite

R&R update

R&R update

85/15 Rule (possible AP reconsideration)

Ongoing OBMP Implementation

2020 OBMP Update

2020 OBMP Implementation

2020 SMP Development

2020 SMP Implementation

2023 RMPU

SMP review

2019

2020

2021

...

2023 - 2025

CBWM supports

♦ Educational workshop
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